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When it comes to modifying cars, a Honda Accord is a great car to use. No matter what model year, there are thousands of secondary market spare parts available for Honda Accords. From the wild and crazy accessories that stand out in a crowded show car to simple options that help with ride quality,
multiple options exist to modify Accord. Follow these steps to modify a Honda Accord and make your car look, drive and feel better. Add performance to the Honda Accord by replacing the inventory air intake with an air intake from the market. Replace the inventory exhaust with a secondary market
exhaust system. These are so easy to do and can add horsepower and appearance. The price range depends on the exact product. Replace the original wheels and tyres with a set of secondary market wheels and tyres. Choose a slightly larger rim diameter than the original, but go with a smaller
sidewall tyre. An aftermarket set of tyres and tyres fits the Accord just as well as the original set, but punches up the look of the car. Paint accord or add graphics to the original color to display a unique style. A complete color change is the most expensive way to modify the exterior. Add vinyl graphics to
the original color work for a much smaller price. A bonus when using vinyl graphics is that graphics are easily removed without damaging the paint job of the vehicle. Modify the interior of the Honda Accord by adding or changing color. Restore the seats or add seat covers for a new look and better feel.
Paint dash, door panels and other plastic areas with car spray paint located in parts stores. That's the biggest way to make a difference within your Pact. You can also upgrade the stereo system and include TV screens and new or larger speakers. Exchange the original springs under the Agreement with
performance, racing or adjustable springs. Each type has a different driving quality. Adjustable springs are more expensive, but allow you to adjust the path height of your Honda Accord lower on the ground or slightly above the height of the stock. Check your local laws to make sure your modifications are
legal and meet all codes. Buying new tires for your Honda Accord is not the most exciting aspect of car ownership, but it is absolutely vital. Poor tyres can make the difference between safe driving and dangerous driving and can have a radical impact on the quality of driving Your. As the only point of
contact between the car and the road, your tires are one of the most important features of your Honda, and therefore it is absolutely necessary to buy the right type of tyre for your accord. There are many different things to consider when looking to buy a new set of car tires. We will talk more in depth
about this later in our market guide, where we will discuss which features are the most important when buying new Honda Accord tyres. But first we've compiled a list of our favorite Honda Accord tires and listed their best features. The best tires for Honda Accord I recommend with a good reputation, and
these tires are very popular with drivers who have tested them. Cooper has tested its products on real roads and has manufactured its products to respond to real situations. The tyres are designed to suit most modern passenger vehicles and SUVs and are suitable for the Honda Accord. The tyre is
manufactured by a new generation of silicon compounds that delivers outstanding performance of all time, as well as improves braking and reduces rolling resistance. There is an asymmetric tread pattern on the tyre that is designed to reduce irregular wear allowing tyres to rotate from one side of the car
to the other. Another feature we like is the 3D micro-gauge grooves that have been created to allow the tread elements of the tyre to connect and stabilize the tread. Overall, these are good solid tires that will work perfectly with a Honda Accord. Good for all-purpose tires inexpensive one size fits more is
not suitable for heavy snow If you are looking for good quality Michelin tires for a Honda Accord then you should look no further than these tires designed specifically for a quiet, comfortable ride. Drivers who have used these tyres have commented on how quiet they are compared to their usual tyres and
how this has significantly changed their driving experience for the better. These specific tyres are built for shorter stopping distances and provide lasting winter performance. They are extremely in rainy weather and have a good grip on wet roads. The tyres are manufactured with EverGrip Technology,
which uses extreme amounts of silicon in the tread joint for excellent daily handling and good adhesion. You wouldn't expect to find this ingredient in a car tyre, but these Michelin tires actually contain sunflower oil inside the compound to keep the temperature low along the tread blocks and sips, which
add extra grip to the snow. Another great feature is Michelin comfort control technology, which has been used to reduce road noise and vibration for a brand new smoother driving. It can handle most weather Comfortable Drive Excellent reputation We couldn't write an article covering Honda Accord all-
season tires and not to mention Goodyear. This brand has an excellent reputation, and that's for a very good reason. They just make really good tires. These goodyear ensuring ComforFred passenger touring tires are no exception. With a special dual comfort belt on the tread and sidewall to optimize
comfort and handling, you'll be in understand the difference when you add these tires to your Honda, as the drive will be extremely smooth. The tyres are built with a special layer of comfort on the tread that adds about 20 per cent more cushion than normal ComfortEdge side-walled passenger tyres that
help provide balance on the road. These tyres have an asymmetric tread that produces the best handling on the roads and also adhesion in wet conditions. Tyres contain special wide grooves that really help pull water away from the tread itself for a better, safer movement. 20% more cushion than
standard dual comfort belts in The Tread &amp; Sidewall All-Year Driving Along with Michelin and Goodyear, Continental tires also have a fantastic reputation for being durable and long lasting. These Continental Honda accord tyres are 225/65R17 in size and have a speed index of 118 mph. These guys
can definitely take their weight and can hold a maximum load of 1,874 pounds. Not the lightest tyres on our list at £26 each, these wheels are however tough and excellent for all weather conditions. Although Continental tyres are not the cheapest on the market, they are of good quality and something we
would definitely recommend for a Honda Accord. Fuel efficient all-weather tyres These Honda Accord tyres are specially designed to meet the driving needs of your coupe, sedan, sports car or crossover, and can handle year-round weather like a boss! These ENVigor tyres are designed with the ultimate
performance in mind and promise to give the driver clean comfort and extended tread with traction throughout the year. What we like about these particular tires is that they handle light snowy roads too. The silicon tread joint of all time has been specially shaped into a unique design with a five-directional
design for excellent traction and performance. They are constructed with a special ribbed design designed for optimal handling on the road. Special angular grooves and 3D sips enhance wet traction and help resist seaplaneing and promote traction in light snow. A polyester body ensures that drivers feel
a smoother ride. Optimal road management comfortable performance throughout the year traction Turanza tyres are specially designed with meritocratic performance and can handle most weather conditions, including light snow. Just a glance at the soles will show you everything you need to know about
these tires, since they feature high volume shoulder sockets that enhance the flow of water to ensure water drainage in the center. These tires are designed to keep you in control at all times on the roads no matter what driving conditions you face. Even during wet weather you will be able to remain
stable. Excellent handling of high quality fuel reduction treads Feature If you are looking for the perfect summer tyre for your Honda Accord, then this Hankook Ventus model may be your perfect choice. It is a premium performance tyre which offers a good balance between wet and dry conditions for
sports cars, crossovers, SUVs and Honda Accords. The Ventus S1evo2 K117 provides short braking distances in all weather conditions and has low rolling resistance. The tyre provides fantastic traction due to the high grip of the silicon tread. The outer polyester carcass and high density beam contribute
to wet and dry handling, handling, Stiff bead filling enhances sidewall strength and gives the tyre a sense of athletic performance. Premium Summer Tire High Grip Silica Tread Compound Not suitable for winter weather When we started researching the best tires for a Honda Accord we knew we wanted
to include a value product on the list. This Travelstar tyre perfectly fits the bill as we felt it provided excellent value for money. The UN33 is an ultra-performance tyre, which means it can handle precision control and boasts a fast response to extreme weather. The soles are specially constructed with an
asymmetric design that ensures that it can handle both wet and dry road conditions. Overall, we believe this tyre offers a good price and excellent durability. Good value for money All-Season Tires are not as durable as well-known brands
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